We study the radiative leptonic
clear that the rates for the modes of D → l ili (l i = e, µ, ν) are too small to be measured due to the helicity suppression as well as Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani (GIM) mechanism effect [5] .
To avoid the helicity suppression, we will consider three body decays such as D + → l + ν l γ and D 0 → l + l − γ with a photon radiated from charged particles. The amplitudes of the decays can be divided into the "internal-bremsstrahlung" (IB) parts and the "structure-dependent" (SD) parts. Since the photon is emission from the external charged leptons, IB parts are still helicity suppressed for the light charged lepton modes, while in SD one of the photon is emitted from intermediate states that they are free of the helicity suppression. Therefore, the decay rates of D + → l + ν l γ and
) might have an enhancement with respect to the purely leptonic modes of
It has been pointed out that the heavy flavor decays can be analyzed with the help of heavy quark effective theory. For charmed decays, this is questioned since the charm quark mass is not much larger than the QCD scale. Therefore, we will use the light front quark model [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] to evaluate the hadronic matrix elements in D → γ transitions. These decay modes have been studied in various models [12, 13, 14] . It is known that as the recoil momentum increases, we have to start considering relativistic effects seriously. The light front quark model [7] is the widely accepted relativistic quark model in which a consistent and relativistic treatment of quark spins and the centerof-mass motion can be carried out. In this work, we calculate form factors in D → γ directly at time-like momentum transfers by using the relativistic light-front hadronic wave function. The parameters in the wave function are determined from Refs. [7, 8, 9] . Within the framework of light-front quark model for decay processes, one may calculate hadronic matrix elements in the frame where the transfer momentum is purely longitudinal, i.e, p ⊥ = 0 and p 2 = p + p − , which covers the entire range of the momentum transfers. We will
give their the momentum dependence in whole kinematics region of 0 ≤ p 2 ≤ p 2 max . The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we study the form factors of D → γ transitions within the light front framework. We present the decay amplitudes and calculate the decay branching ratios of D
Sec. 3, 4 and 5, respectively. In Sec. 6, the conclusion is given.
Form factors of D → γ transitions
To evaluate the D u → γ transition , one needs to consider the following currents:
where p is the momentum transform, D u =ūc and u stands for the light quark such as a d-quark or u-quark or s-quark so that
s , respectively. Our main task is to calculate the hadronic matrix elements for D → γ transitions, which can be parametrized as:
where the ǫ µ is the photon polarization vector, q γ and p + q γ are photon and D meson four momenta and F A , F V , F T A and F T V are the form factors of axial-vector, vector, axial-tensor and tensor, respectively.
In the light front approach, the physically accessible kinematics region is 0 ≤ p 2 ≤ 
where k 1(2) is the on-mass shell light front momentum of the internal quarkū(c), the light front relative momentum variables (x, k ⊥ ) are defined by
and
with φ(x, k ⊥ ) being the momentum distribution amplitude. The amplitude of φ(x, k ⊥ ) can be solved in principles by the light-front QCD bound state equation [7, 8, 9] . However, we use the Gaussian type wave function:
where
For the gauged photon state, one has: [15] 
To calculate the matrix elements of the Eqs. (2) and (3), we choose a frame with the transverse momentum p ⊥ = 0. The p 2 = p + p − ≥ 0 covers the entire range of the momentum transfers. By considering the "good" component µ = +, the hadronic matrix elements of Eqs. (2) and (3) can be rewritten as:
where u + (c + ) and u − (c − ) are the light-front up and down components of the quark fields, and they have the two-component forms:
respectively.
In Eq. (15), χ q is a two-component spinor field and σ is the Pauli matrix. The form factors F V,A and F T V,T A in Eqs. (12) and (13) are then found to be:
To illustrate numerical results, we input m u = 0.3, m c = 1.4, and ω = 0.5 in GeV .
The form factors of F V,A and F T V,T A are shown in Figures 1 and 2 , respectively.
Matrix elements and kinematics
In this work, we investigate the decays of D
Hamiltonian for c → q lν l at the quark level in the standard model has been obtained by
From Eq. (21), due to the emissions of real photons that the decay amplitude of D
where M IB and M SD represent the amplitudes from the IB and SD contributions, respectively, and
with f D (s) being the D (s) decay constants, ǫ µ and s l the four vectors of the photon polarization and charged lepton, and p, p l , p ν , and q the four momenta of D + (s) , l, ν and γ, respectively. The physics allowed region of D
To describe the kinematics of D + (s) → l + ν l γ, one needs two variables, for which we define
. We write the physics region for x γ and y as:
for
for l = e 2.8 × 10
Decay rates
In the D + q (q = d or s) rest frame, the partial decay rate is found by [16] 
Using x γ and y, from Eq. (33) we obtain the differential decay rate as
where λ = (x γ + y − 1 − r)/x γ . In Figures 3 and 4 We now compare our results with Refs. [13, 14] . As shown in Tables 1 and 2, our result are much smaller than that in Ref. [14] but close to the values in Ref. [13] . We note that for the µ and τ channels the IB contributions are dominant since D-mesons are not very heavy. 
where D(x i ) = 1 4
and x i = m 
Decay amplitude
From the effective Hamiltonian for c → u ν lνl of Eq. (39) and the form factors defined in Eq. (12), we can write the amplitude of D 0 → ν lνl γ as
with
where M D is the mass of D 0 and the form factors are given by Eqs. (16) and (17) .
Similar to the decays discussed in the previous subsection, we also define x γ = 2E γ /M D and y = 2Eν/M D in the D-meson rest frame in order to re-scale the energies of the photon and anti-neutrino. By integrating the variable y in the phase space, we obtain the differential decay rate of D 0 → ννγ as
where we have included the three generations of neutrinos.
Using m c = 1.4 GeV , m u = 300 MeV , and ω = 0.5, the differential decay branching ratio dB(D 0 → ννγ)/dx γ as a function of x γ = 2E γ /M D is shown in Figure 5 and the integrated decay branching ratio is
It is easy to see that in the standard model the branching ratio of D 0 → ννγ is too small to be measured experimentally. However, a large branching ratio may be induced
by new physics such as the leptoquark model [19] .
Matrix elements and kinematics
The contribution to the process of D 0 → l + l − γ (l = e or µ) arises from the effective
Hamiltonian that induces the pure leptonic mode of D 0 → l + l − . The short distance contribution for c → u l + l − comes from the W -box, Z-boson and photon penguin diagrams, and the effective Hamiltonian is given by
where P L,R =(1 ∓γ 5 )/2, and p is the momentum transfer which is equal to the momentum of the lepton pair. The Wilson coefficients
i can be found in Refs. [18, 20] and one has
where 
where ξ is a gauge dependent parameter. The decay amplitude for
where M IB and M SD represent the IB and SD contributions, respectively. For the IB part, the amplitude is clearly proportional to the lepton mass m l and it can be written as:
where P D , p 1 , p 2 and q γ , are the momenta of D, l + , l − and photon respectively. The amplitude for the SD part, where a photon is from the initial quark line, is given by
which shows that to find the decay rate, one has to evaluate the hadronic matrix elements in Eq. (51).
Using Eqs. (2) and (3), we rewrite Eqs. (51) as:
where the factors of A-D are
Decay rates
The partial decay width for D 0 → l + l − γ in the D 0 rest frame is found to be:
where the square of the matrix element is given by
To describe the kinematics of
We write the transfer momentum p 2 in term of x γ as:
The double differential decay rate is then found to be:
Here λ = (x γ + y − 1)/x γ and r l = m 
In Figure 6 we present the differential decay rate of D 0 → µ + µ − γ as functions of x γ . From the figures we see that the contributions from soft photons, i.e the IB ones, corresponding to small x γ region, are infrared divergence. To obtain the decay width of 
6.3
We see that the decay branching ratios of the radiative leptonic decays of
are about eight orders of magnitude larger than that of the purely leptonic modes of 
